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p>The very first such companies sprang up from the 1920s when several companies
began to cover their workers with checks rather than cash. Depression-era Americans
were hate to deposit their paychecks from the nation banks, and opted to cash their
checks in neighborhood sockets that charged a charge for such services. Check Express's

board of directors in November 1991 rejected the arrangement. ACE's earnings for the
year climbed to $20 million nevertheless.,Spurned by Check Express, ACE chosen to fuel
its own expansion with a public stock offering rather. In December 1992 the company
sold 1.5 million shares (making $15.3 million from the process), then launched an
ambitious store-building plan early in 1993.
The business planned to increase this amount, although it was launching an average of 30
new stores each year since 1987. Moreover, regardless of the difficulties it had
experienced with all the Check Express bargain, ACE failed to forego acquisitions. In
November 1993 ACE successfully purchased Mr.
Money--a 23-store check-cashing series nicely based in Georgia--for $4.1 million. From
the year's end, the roster of check cashers of ACE had climbed to more than 300, and it'd
places in ten states and the District of Columbia and has been more than double the size
of its closest competitor. Besides its check-cashing company that is flourishing, ACE
offers a variety of services, such as tax, money orders, wire transfers, and consumer loans
and bill payment.
In reality, since Hemmig revealed at 1993 to the Wall Street Transcript,'We hope to
double the size of our business.' The schedule of ACE was twofold. It had to bolster its
presence in its markets, Along with venturing into new regions. 'Our game plan is to pay
a market from north to southfrom east to west,''' Hemmig told the Dallas Morning News.
In 1990 ACE had introduced electronic tax filing, which proved popular among clients
prepared to pay a commission to get tax refunds that were quicker. Tax filing had turned
into the third biggest revenue source, tracking check cashing and money order sales of
ACE. Also in 1993, ACE entered the pre-paid services market, as it began to provide
prepaid long distance telephone cards in its shops. To the end, ACE hunted to acquire
Check Express, another large series, at 1991.
Strongly positioned from the southeast, Check Express provided a foothold into regions
to ACE. Guided by Check Express's expertise in franchising, ACE began to franchise the
ACE title to check-cashing facilities nationwide. The provider searched to go into
additional markets, although its operations were highly concentrated in Texas and
Colorado. Even more impressive were the firm's soaring earnings, which climbed to
$32.7 million in 1993, as well as its net income, which soared 62 percent the same
year.,ACE's growth strategy wasn't restricted to opening new shops, though.
The business also developed new services in an attempt to raise revenue and also to win
the repeat business of its customers. ACE and check-cashing terminals that surfaced since
ATMs linked its Gold Cards. Yet more was to come. In 1984, Associates Corp. (a
division of their financial services giant Gulf Western Inc.), obtained the MoneyMart
series to match its own thriving money order business.
Gulf Western added 20 new shops to the series after assessing the shops Associates Cash
Express in 1984. From 1986, Associates was by the far the greatest name at the
industry.,'' the exact same year, two Gulf Western executives recognized Associates Cash
Express's prodigious revenue-generating potential. Wallace Swanson along with Don

Neustadt (then the president of Associates Corp.'s wider money-order surgeries ) joined
together with a group of investors to obtain the entire Associates Cash Express division
for approximately $5.5 million. Moreover, since they hunted further afield steps, banks
closed less profitable branches in low income neighborhoods, leaving whole classes of
people without easy access to mainstream banks.,Based on US Banker, the consequence
of the industry shifts was a'service vacuum produced by the banking industry itself' The
Federal Reserve estimated that one-fifth of U.S. households did not have a checking
account in 1983 and 36 percent of people with annual incomes under $8,400 had a
checking nor savings accounts. This banking emptiness was filled by check-cashing
companies by providing services. Besides cashing checks for a fee, these shops sold cash
orders with which customers could cover bills.,continuing with its focus on expansion,
ACE started 52 new shops between 1987 and 1989.
A total of 105 new shops (including franchises) started in 1996 and 120 started in
1997.,Regardless of its leading position at the check-cashing industry, ACE confronted a
number of challenges in the late 1990s. Its competitors had taken notice of ACE's
achievements and adopted alike, expansion-focused plans. From 1998, consequently, six
companies owned one-third of this nation's 6,000 check-cashers. The industry was
confronted by the rise of paperless trade, which threatened to hamper check-cashers' main
business--cashing checks.
payday loans san francisco
This new phenomenon has been alarming to check-cashers because it threatened to
eliminate tests dispersing funds via electronic transfers. ACE also emphasized its noncheck-cashing services to help enhance its image.,ACE's attempts to burnish its
reputation have been assisted by significant modifications in the check-cashing industry
as a whole. A greater number of families was saddled with credit card debts Since the
savings rate of the typical American dropped to an all time low. Increasingly, check
cashers' clients were no more the urban poor, but instead'white-collar job holders who use
their services to make ends meet,' according to the Cincinnati Enquirer.
So-called'payday' loansin which check cashers enabled a client to write a check and cash
it on the area for a fee--became an important component of the business. As a
consequence of the shifting customer base, check cashing outlets became increasingly
prevalent in suburban areas. As the Los Angeles Times were told by an check casher that
the business needed a'bail bondsman image.' ACE looked after work with a positive
picture to counter-balance the notion that check cashers gouged the bad to supply
services. Its green and white facade shops were nicely lit and clean, with all the prices
charged for services displayed, similar to menus in fast food restaurants. Company
officials stressed its array of services and ACE's convenience. However, it also proved
popular with the general public: a range of U.S corporations implemented direct payroll
deposits, and the national government began to explore the potential for executing an
Electronics Benefits Transfer method, whereby benefits like Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) and social security might no more be issued with tests but
might rather be deposited into bank accounts.,As a consequence of these changes, ACE

redoubled its efforts to develop non-check-cashing services, shore up its business with
existing clients, and reach new clients.
At a ploy ACE issued the industry's first-ever frequent user card in 1998. Also in 1999,
ACE teamed up with Instant Auto Insurance (IAI) to give automobile insurance to
clients. ACE forged an alliance to enlarge on its Bill Pay system. ACE also sells prepaid
telephone cards, auto insurance (in conjunction with Instant Auto Insurance), and also
prepaid online service (with ePOWER International).
The business has grown in the past few years, doubling the amount of its shops to 960
spread among 29 countries between 1999 and 1994. A publicly traded business since
1993, ACE has labored to conquer the popular preconception the check-cashing business
is a sordid industry exploiting the poor and disadvantaged.,Check-cashing shops existed
before ACE Cash Express, Inc. emerged as the industry's leader. Rechristened ACE Cash
Express, the now-independent company concentrated on maintaining its sizable lead to
the burgeoning check-cashing market.,Although still burdened by an amazing
reputationthat the check-cashing sector was flourishing yet. Fueled in part by the
financial services industry's deregulation from the early 1980s, check-cashing sockets set
claim to a number of customers.
Deregulation had increased competition from the banking business, as banks throw
around for more profitable ways to do business, many began charging for basic services
like check cashing, thus deterring many potential lower-income clients who could not or
wouldn't pay such fees. Exacerbating this trend was the fact that the majority of banks
moved so far as to refuse to cash checks for individuals with no account at the bank (even
for government-issued checks), and also many raised the fees they charged to provide
checking accounts, or levied penalties on accounts that dipped under a minimum balance.
More acquisitions followed in 1995, when ACE purchased the 31-store Quick Cash Inc.
series. ACE eventually added Check Express to its empire.
The Check Express trade proved significant, since that firm had become the largest
franchiser of all check-cashing shops in the country. 117 shops were started by ACE in
1995, to augment its many acquisitions. The business hoped that this would prove to be a
feature since standing'isn't often conferred on our clients,' an ACE executive told Fortune
magazine.
From June 1998, the company had issued more than four million of these Gold Cards.
Following the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) was made to put a safety
net under human bank depositors' assets, the ordinary worker came to rely on checkcashing businesses.,Adapting to the trend, check-cashing shops began to carve out a
market serving those who couldn't --or wouldn't --obtain bank account. Situated in
locations, these shops billed a commission for their customers to payroll checks or cash
government. The industry was, in large part, untrue, with some companies exacting up to
20% of the check's face value because of'service charge.' MoneyMart worked a sizable
network of 70 check-cashing shops in Dallas and at Colorado and Houston, Texas. Since

most companies were owned, this amount of consolidation was uncommon from the
industry.
Like its competitors, ACE noted that its most rapid expansion by the mid-1990s
happened in suburban roadside buying malls.,Together with its growing client base, ACE
was able to expand its geographical presence and its own range of services. Check
cashing stayed the staple of ACE's earnings, accounting for approximately 90% of its
enterprise enterprise. To minimize its risk from check fraud, ACE implemented a $2.5
million pc point-of-sale system in 1993, linking each store to the corporation's
headquarters. The machine enabled ACE to monitor its own customers' trade histories. 'It
gives us a greater control of the business and the ability to anticipate trends [in] customer
behaviour,' Hemmig clarified to the Dallas Morning News.,Despite its constant gains in
earnings and profits, ACE's stock prices had stayed reduced as a consequence of the
industry's negative reputation.Several states had passed laws banning the tradition
of'payday' loans because they deemed the annual rates of interest on these modest, shortterm loans (which often exceeded 400 percentage ) to become usurious. ACE will
leverage its relationship to give loans in countries where they had been outlawed, to
circumvent these laws.
Under the conditions of the arrangement, ACE would process'payday' loan applications,
but the loans would be -- actually issued by Goleta -- headquartered in California where
the clinic was valid. (ACE would later buy back a part of the loans.) According to the
Wall Street Journal, ACE's move would supply'a boost to earnings and the organization's
earnings.' ,ACE stopped the 20th century with future prospects As its services to boost at
the exact identical time it continued to increase the number of outlets in its community.
Its earnings had climbed to $122.3 million in 1999, and its net earnings had increased 35
percent. Beginning in 1999, ACE provided its clients the ability to pay their bills all at a
single store (like mortgages and automobile loans). The agency was the first universal
bill-paying system in the United States open to walk~in clients.,More significant, ACE
also combined forces in 1999 together with Goleta National Bank (an component of
Community West Bancshares) to strengthen and protect its'payday' loan operations.
Indeed, from the year's end, check cashing accounted for just 55.8 percentage of earnings
(compared with 90.7 percent per decade before ).
Besides operating and owning 817 stores, ACE had additional 147 franchised stores to its
system. Its stock prices had climbed to all time highs. ACE could boast it no longer relied
exclusively in accordance with its objective of diversifying its operations.
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